NAVBLUE is now ready to deliver Flight Dispatcher ab-initio/refresher course!

An entire course program has been developed to cover all modules relevant to Flight Operations Officers/Flight Dispatchers core competencies and following ICAO and EASA guidelines. The syllabus is established from the following modules and adapted on purpose:

- Air Law
- Aircraft Systems
- Meteorology
- General Navigation
- Radio Navigation
- Radio Communication
- Principles of flight
- Aircraft performance
- Weight and Balance
- Fuel planning
- Operational procedures
- Human Factor
- Security
- Dangerous Goods.

48 trainees already followed our complete course program!

The course content has been designed for a major European airline, and it is now available as part of Navblue Training offer.

The course can be tailored for ab-initio (pre-licensing) or refresher needs. It is fully customizable and it can address only some specific modules listed above. Our trainers are either Theoretical Knowledge Instructors, Pilots or Flight operations engineers ground instructors with former Airline management experience in flight dispatch domain.

This training course adds to the comprehensive NAVBLUE portfolio which is designed to support Airline Flight Ops eco system. We combine aircraft manufacturer expertise, flight operations know-how and agile development to enhance operational efficiency, optimize resources and increase productivity for safe and sustainable aviation.

Take benefit of NAVBLUE optimum learning experience to leverage core competencies across your organization; our Training solutions support blended learning with eLearning & instructors on domains, like Flight Dispatch, Flight Ops Engineering (Performance, W&B, EFB, Documentation, PBN, ...), Safety Management (SMS, FDA/FDM), Fuel & Flight efficiency, or audit preparation (IOSA).

Key elements

- Customizable course content
- Benefit from Navblue expertise in all Flight Ops domains
- Course covering EASA and ICAO guidelines
- Training in our facilities, at Airline premises or Distance learning

Meet our experts

- Mohamed MOUSSA, Flight Ops Consultant & Flight Dispatch Expert
- Mathieu TERRISSON, Flight Operations Expert & Training Services Manager

To get more information and request for a session (distance learning or classroom), please go to NAVBLUE support portal [https://navblue.aero/support/](https://navblue.aero/support/) and select TRAINING Ordering or contact: flightops.training@navblue.aero